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EMERGING TECHNOLOGIES FOR 

PROJECT MANAGERS 

“At the intersection of emerging tech and 

project management” 

(English version) 
 

COIIM offers you the opportunity to participate in this innovative 
training. 

Free registration at: portal.coiim.es 

 

Schedule – 3 online classes (6 hours): Monday to Wednesday - 7pm to 9pm- 

11/28/2022, 11/29/2022 and 11/30/2022. 

Methodology - Instructor-led events. Virtual (real time) class platform.  
Classes are recorded and available. Manuals and training materials. 

 

 
7 PDUs (Personal 

Development Units)  
 

COIIM is a PMI® ATP 

(Authorized Training Partner) 
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INTRODUCTION TO ET4PM 

Project Managers are routinely being asked to step outside of their comfort 
zones and manage teams and projects on emerging technologies that they 

may not be familiar with.  While PMs may not necessarily need a deep dive 
into the advanced aspects of technologies like Artificial Intelligence, Data 
Science, and IoT, it can be extremely helpful to understand the specific terms 

associated with each of these disciplines.  In Emerging Technologies for 
Project Managers, PMs will become familiar with common industry terms inside 

the disciplines of AI, DS, and IoT.  Additionally, they will learn how to 
appropriately scope out projects in these disciplines, as well as understand 
how to plan for a variety of factors within their control, such as time, costs, 

and risks commonly associated with AI, DS, and IoT.   

 

GOALS 

With ET4PM you will: 

 Learn the basics of emerging technologies and why they are so 

important 

 Learn useful industry terms to help you better communicate with the 

teams you are managing 

 Understand how to properly scope AI, DS, and IoT projects 

 Learn to plan for Time, Costs, and Risks typically associated in AI, DS, 

and IoT projects 

 Understand additional resources and training available to you and your 

teams around AI, DS, and IoT 

 

COURSE PROGRAM 

 Internet of Things for PM 

 Artificial Intelligence for PM 

 Data Science for PM 

 

METHODOLOGY 

The course program is eminently general and practical. In the face-to-face 

webinar sessions, basic concepts and business examples from various sectors 
will be analyzed. 

 Instructor-led events will give you the opportunity to interact with 

classmates and instructors. 
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 Includes the option to complete the CertNexus ETBIz Exam and earn the 

ETBiz credential. 

 

IS IT YOU?: 

Do you have previous project management experience but are new to the 
world of AI, IoT, or Data Science? 

 
Are you preparing for your PMP or other project management certifications 
and want additional training on a hot and upcoming topic? 

 
Are you interested in learning the unique challenges of managing projects 

around some of the hottest new technologies on the market? 
 
If the answer is yes, ET4PM is for you! 

 
 

ADDRESSED TO: 

Managers, project directors, service directors, engineers and, in general, any 
professional who is part, or wants to be part, of the decision-making or 

automation and improvement processes in their company through learning 
data processing tools that gives them the necessary training to make more 

efficient and practical decisions capable of improving profits in the industry. 

 
 

TRAINER 

Jon O'Keefe. As the Technology Education Jedi at Logical Operations, Jon is 

responsible for the design, development, and delivery of LO’s emerging 

technology courseware portfolio and certifications.  He is currently overseeing 

LO’s Cybersecurity Maturity Model Certification program.  He routinely speaks 

about cybersecurity and data science at conferences all around the globe.  He 

has over 20 years of experience in IT and Education.  He holds a Master’s in 

Education Theory and Policy with an emphasis on Curriculum design.  He is 

also a Master Modern Classroom Certified Trainer (MCCT) and Master Certified 

Virtual Educator (CVE) and has helped over 6,000 trainers and K-12 educators 

in virtual instruction techniques.  He has a passion for storytelling and film and 

is always informed on the latest and greatest technologies.  

 


